
To 

The President of India 

The Chief Justice of India 

The Prime Minster of India 

The Chairman, University Grants Commission of India 

The Director General of Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

The Vice Chancellor, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi 

The Vice Chancellor, University of Delhi 

The Vice Chancellor, University of Pune 

The President, Communist Party of India (Marxist) 

The President, Jawaharlal Nehru University Students Union 

The Office bearers of Student Federation of India 

The President, Student Federation of India, Tamilnadu Unit 

The President, Student Federation of India, Tiruchirappalli Unit 

The President, Indian National Congress 

The President, Bharathia Janatha Party 

The Secretary and Correspondent of Jamal Mohamed College 

 

 

Subject:  Controversial Information supplied by the University Grants Commission of India - UGC encourages  

                people to award degrees to oneself 

 

Reference:    

1. Letter F.No. 1-1/2011(RTI/UGC-SERO) from University Grants Commission of India dated 25th January, 2011 

2. Memo issued by the Secretary and Correspondent of Jamal Mohamed College, Tiruchirappalli, India 

 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

The information supplied by the University Grants Commission of India needs a very serious national 

debate. Here is the question from Sivashanmugam: “Do the UGC norms allow a principal of an autonomous 

college to register himself/herself as student for which he/she is the principal?” Here is the answer from the 

University Grants Commission of India: “YES”. A complete study on the every section of UGC acts reveals that 

there is no rule/law/norm which states that the principal of an autonomous college can register himself/herself as 

student for which he/she is the principal. Every sane human would say that awarding degrees to oneself is ethically, 

politically and academically incorrect. But, our UGC says that it is correct to award degrees to oneself. 

 

I request the UGC chairman to review this issue seriously. Else, in the days to come, the Vice Chancellors 

of Indian Universities and Principals of autonomous colleges will register themselves as students in the same 

university where he/she is Vice-chancellor/Principal and award get every possible degree for them. Everyone will 

start awarding degrees to themselves quoting the information supplied by UGC to Sivashanmugam. 

 

The question of whether the principal of an autonomous college register himself as student in the same 

college where he is the principal or not is raised due to the case of the M. Phil management degree which was 

awarded in the presence of director of collegiate education of Tamilnadu state to Dr. M. Sheik Mohamed on 

Tiruchirappalli 

5
th

 day of March 2011 



19.12.2010 in Jamal Mohamed College auditorium. He is the principal, chief superintendent of examinations, 

authority who pays the remuneration. He is also the board of studies chairman, he is the one who consolidate the 

final CIA marks, he is also signatory in the consolidated mark sheet. The Viva voce examination was conducted by 

his student, the guide for his M. Phil thesis is his own student. He is the authority who signed the Transfer 

certificate. Right from the registration of studentship to preparation of the mark sheet, both the applicant and the 

approving authority are the same. So, it is obvious that Dr. M. Sheik Mohamed awarded degrees to himself. It is 

unethical, a well planned act of cheating the nation and an insult to laws of the land. Guilty must be punished. 

 

The point to be stressed here is that the degree certificate has an international validity. The currency of one 

country is not valid in another country. But, the certificates issued by the colleges and universities of one country are 

respected in another country. So, any malpractice in the award of degrees will devalue the Indian educational system 

outside the country. 

 

There are several secondary issues in this connection.  The Jamal Mohamed College dishonors the RTI act. 

It had issued Memo which directly questions the validity of the RTI act of India. I have enclosed the copies of the 

communications from UGC to me and copy of the memo to me from Jamal Mohamed College administration.  

 

I, Sivashanmugam. P., a subject of India appeal to the President of Republic of India, the Chief Justice of 

India, the Prime minster of India, all members of Parliament, Presidents of the political parties and office bearers of 

Indian Academic Administration to review this issue so that the validity of the degrees issued by our Indian 

Universities are not questioned by other countries. 

 

Thanking you 

 

Yours truly, 

 

 

Sivashanmugam. P., 

13/1, Rasagounden Pudur, 

Manappalli, Namakkal District 

Tamilnadu 

Pincode: 637017 

Mobile: +91-9655666148 

Email: a.b@live.in 
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